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Chapter 281 

 “Hehe, she was the one who initiated the chat!” Stanley answered. Although he was angry, his face 

looked cheerful. 

‘The Zelankos only have one daughter and I’m sure they are reluctant to have someone marry their 

daughter. It’s nice if I could be their live-in son-in-law. Their money would be my money in the future!’ 

he thought. 

If he could be the Zelankos’ live-in son-in-law, even his grandmother would see him differently and want 

to please him. When that happened, he was going to have a higher status. Diane would not be able to 

compete with him. He probably could spare some benefits to Diane seeing how pitiful she was. It thrilled 

him just to think about his future. 

Severin frowned upon hearing that answer. “Seriously? She was the one who initiated the chatting?” 

Stanley smiled. “Yeah. She asked who I am and how I got her number!” 

Severin was speechless. How could Stanley understand that as Robin initiated a chat with him? Any 

normal person would ask those questions when someone added them. 

“So? Did you say I was the one who gave it to you?” Severin asked after giving it a thought. 

“Yes. But she texted me back telling me that she’s going to have her shower and that’s the end of the 

chat, 

Stanley said. 

At this point, he was feeling very excited. “Severin, do you think she’s implying something when she 

thought it was necessary to tell me she’s going to take a shower?” 

Severin was dumbstruck. He could not believe how narcissistic Stanley was. Obviously, Robin did not 

want to continue chatting with him and found a valid reason to end the conversation politely. 

“Why do you think so?” Severin asked Stanley with a weird and curious face. 

Stanley chuckled. “Are you stupid? Looks like you are not an expert in love and do not know anything 

about women. Most of the time, a woman deliberately tells you she’s going to take a shower when she 

wants to seduce you. It will give you plenty of room for imagination. In other words, she’s trying to 

attract your attention.” 

Severin thought it was funny. “Seems like you are an expert with the woman!” 

Stanley smiled proudly. “Of course. I’m pretty sure I have been with more women than you. I know 

exactly. what they think. They probably act shy and timid when they first know you to attract your 

attention. Especially on the first date when you asked them to go to the hotel to sleep with you, they 

would say they are not the type of woman. Basically, you can get your hands on that woman when you 

are on your second date!” 
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Severin’s expression got even weirder. ‘This guy actually compares Robin with those materialistic 

women. I know they said they are going to take a shower but it’s going to have different meanings 

depending on the person who sent it.” 

“Gosh! I’m so tired!” 

Both of them finally reached the car. Stanley placed the medical box on the ground, opened the boot, 

and carried the medical box with his strength to place it into the boot. 

“Let’s go!” Severin saw Stanley was sweating excessively and smiled faintly. “Your body is so weak that 

you can hardly carry this medical box. Haha. Train and exercise more when you are free!” 

Severin was the one driving. Quickly enough, he parked the car at the roadside outside of Zelanko’s villa 

and got down. 

“Severin, why don’t you drive the car inside when the medical box is so heavy? Are you going to ask me 

to carry it in again?” 

Chapter 282 

Stanley asked that question with a sad face when Severin parked the car outside. 

“Yes, you have to carry it in. Those bodyguards do not know us. Do you think they will just let us in?” 

Severin said seriously while he was actually very happy with it. 

“Hurry up. Act like an assistant if you want to be my assistant. By the way, don’t look like you are having 

a hard time when you are carrying the medical box. Otherwise, Miss Robin might think you have a weak 

body and have a bad impression of you when she sees you!” 

Severin urged Stanley again when Stanley had a hard time following behind him while carrying the 

medical box. 

“What-what did you put inside here? Gosh! It’s really very heavy. How can a medical box be so heavy?” 

Stanley tried to follow closely as he complained. 

“Hehe. Nothing. It’s not heavy for me!” Severin shrugged as he said that. Stanley’s mouth twitched 

Cause those words hit him hard. 

“What are you guys doing?” 

When they were at the entrance, the bodyguards that were guarding the door stopped them from going 

further. 

Severin smiled. “Hey, I’m Severin. Miss Robin had invited me over to treat her grandmother. I think she 

suffers from migraine!” 

A bodyguard who looked like the leader examined Severin from head to toe and asked, “You are a 

doctor? But you look nothing like a doctor.” 

Severin chuckled. “Of course, I don’t look like a doctor. I’m not a doctor. I’m a miracle doctor!” 
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The bodyguard looked terrible. “Haha, a miracle doctor? There ain’t a lot of people who dare to call 

themselves that. Do you have a medical license? Show it to me if you have it. If not, how do you expect- 

me to believe you?” 

Severin shrugged. “I don’t have that. 

After that, he looked back at Stanley who had placed the medical box on the ground, and said, “Do you 

see him? He’s my assistant, someone who solely assists me in carrying my medical box. That’s enough to 

say that I’m a miracle doctor.” 

“Damn! You don’t even have a medical license and yet, you dare to call yourself a miracle_doctor?” The 

bodyguard felt like he was played by Severin. “Hey, you, don’t try to pull any silly tricks. Do you think I 

don’t know who the man behind you is? He’s a young master from the Shanhans. The famous Mister 

Stanley the Flower Boy!” 

“Stanley the Flower Boy? What do you mean by that?” Stanley did not understand. 

The medical box was too heavy for him and he could not hold it anymore so he decided to rest his hands 

by putting the medical box on the ground. 

The bodyguard sneered. “You’re known as a playboy so we gave you a nickname, Stanley the Flower 

Boy. Oh, Rufus Chavez is also a playboy too so he is Rufus the Flower Boy. Haha!” 

These bodyguards worked with the first-tier upper-class family. Moreover, they were very strong and 

the bodyguards for the Zelankos. They were not afraid to offend people like Stanley. 

Stanley’s mouth twitched. “Hey man, that’s nonsense. I’m not a playboy. You guys must have 

Iways have a beautiful woman with me, that was just for entertainment purposes for the growth of the 

company. I’m actually a humble gentleman.” 

Chapter 283 

Upon hearing that from Stanley, the bodyguards could not help and burst out laughing. Probably only 

the ghost would believe Stanley was a humble gentleman. 

The leader of the gentleman thought about it and understood something. He laughed. “Haha. Mister 

Stanley, I got it now. Well played!” 

“Well played? What do you mean?” Stanley frowned and did not understand. 

“Haha. You hired someone to pretend to be a miracle doctor when you pretend to be his assistant in an 

attempt to sneak into Zelankos’ estate. Do you think you can have Miss Robin falling for you by getting 

close to her? Mister Stanley, take this advice. Don’t waste your time!” 

“You…” Stanley gritted his teeth angrily but there was nothing he could do. 

Severin could not bother to waste talking to the bodyguard. He took out his phone and called Robin.” 

Miss Robin, are you at home? I’m free today to come over to treat your grandmother. But your 

bodyguards are refusing to let me in!” 
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The bodyguards frowned when they heard that. Could this guy possibly be a miracle doctor? And he was 

really invited by Miss Robin? 

After a while, Robin came out. “I’ve invited Mister Severin, a miracle doctor to treat my grandmother. 

Next time, make sure you brighten your eyes. Do you understand?” That was what Robin said in a cold 

tone. when she came over. 

The bodyguards were scared that they kept sweating. 

“Yes, yes, yes, Miss Robin. We’re very sorry. We thought he was a liar because he doesn’t have a 

medical license. So we did not dare to let him in, the leader of the bodyguard lowered his head and 

explained respectfully. 

“Aren’t you going to apologize to Mister Severin? Robin said solemnly. 

“I’m sorry. 

Mister Severin. We really have no idea you are a miracle doctor. I hope you won’t blame us. Please 

forgive us for our mistake!” The bodyguards bowed at Severin as they were afraid they were going to 

lose this job. 

“Never mind. I didn’t inform Miss Robin that I was going to come today. I don’t blame you guys!” Severin 

smiled faintly. 

“Remember! He is Severin, a miracle doctor. And I’m not just the young master of the Shanahans. I’m 

also his assistant!” 

Finally, Severin could hold his head up high and be elated. 

“Mister Severin, this way please!” Robin smiled gently and led the way in the front. 

Severin gritted his teeth, carried the medical box, and continued to follow behind them. It was just 

something Robin said at that time. She actually knew her grandmother’s sickness could be cured easily 

at any hospital. As a matter of fact, she only wanted to obtain Severin’s contact number and be friends 

with him. 2 

She did all of that not knowing Severin would put it in his mind and came here right after last night. 

Chapter 284 

Robin smiled. “Oh, Mister Severin, I wonder how much I need to pay for the treatment. I know you are a 

miracle doctor and your fees are definitely not the same as those of normal doctors. Plus, you actually 

came for a house visit. I’m sure the price is quite steep.” 

Severin smiled. “It’s fine. It’s nothing really. You don’t have to pay me. It’s my honor to know a beautiful 

woman like you.” 

Robin was pleased with that. ‘He has a sweet mouth,’ she thought. 

She smiled. “No. I can’t allow that. What about I pay you thirty thousand dollars? Please forgive me if 

you think that’s too little!” 
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“Thirty thousand dollars!” Stanley exclaimed accidentally. 

“What easy money! The Zelankos are definitely rich people. Paying thirty thousand dollars for a doctor 

to cure a normal illness. That’s too lavish. If I could marry Robin, I’ll be rich too if that means I need to be 

a live-in-son-in-law. Most importantly, Robin has a good figure and a beautiful face. She’s such a 

beauty!” he thought. 

Little did Stanley know, Robin only offered that amount of money because she valued Severin’s ability 

and wanted to build a good connection with Severin. If it was someone else, she would never give that 

amount of money. 

Stanley’s voice attracted Robin’s attention. She looked at him and frowned. “Mister Stanley, I didn’t 

know you were a fan of manual labor. But is that little medical box really that heavy?” 

He panted heavily. “Miss Robin, you have no idea how heavy this medical box is. I don’t know what is 

inside either. It doesn’t look big but it’s actually very heavy!” 

Robin smiled gently. “That’s impossible. Even if the medical box is made out of steel, it’s not supposed 

to be that heavy. See how worn out you are.” 

Stanley was extremely happy that Robin was willing to talk to him. He giggled. “No, I’m not tired. I don’t 

feel tired even if I have to carry two similar medical boxes when I can see a beautiful woman like you!” 

Suddenly, Robin’s face became oddly weird. “Haha. I didn’t know Mister Stanley had such a sweet 

mouth!” 

“I’m not being sweet. I’m telling you the truth!” Stanley continued to say genuinely. 

Robin forced herself to smile out of politeness and stopped talking to him. She was aware of what kind 

of person Stanley was. Soon, Robin brought them into a garden outside a villa. 

“Mister Severin, please wait here for a moment. I’m going to bring my grandmother out!” Robin smiled 

at Severin and walked into the villa. 

After a while, Robin came out together with Harvin, and her grandmother got pushed out in a 

wheelchair. 

“Oh. There’s a problem with your grandmother’s legs too!” Severin said when he saw it. 

Harvin smiled bitterly. “There’s nothing we can do about her legs. She was in an accident and sustained 

a spinal injury that affected her nerves. It had been ten years since then. It’ll be nice if you can just make 

her migraine go away. She has been experiencing headaches now and then.” 

However, they were surprised when Severin went over and squatted in front of Madam Jodie. He 

touched her legs, closed his eyes, and felt them carefully. After that, he also felt her pulse. 

“Since I’m here already, I’m going to treat her legs too. They are treatable,” he said. 

“Mister-mister Severin, are you kidding me? We went to many reputable hospitals and the doctors all 

told us it was impossible. It has been ten years and you can cure it now? Mister Severin, I hope you 

won’t simply make a joke out of this!” 



Harvin was very excited as he spoke with his trembling voice. In spite of that, he was also worried 

Severin was just joking with them. Madam Jodie raised her head. Her murky eyes looked hopeful. 

Chapter 285 

 “Don’t worry. I won’t joke about this. If I tell you I can, that means I’m confident!” Severin said 

indifferently. 

Madam Jodie’s problem existed because her nerves were damaged. It was not a big deal to Severin. 

However, a normal doctor surely could not treat this sort of case. 

It was different for Severin because he had learned many skills from the old wacko. Thus, Madam Jodie’s 

problem was a small case from Severin’s perception. 

“Then-then Mister Severin, please fix my mother’s legs!” Harvin was thrilled to see Severin being so 

confident. 

“Mister Severin, do I really have the chance to stand up again?” Jodie looked at Severin with excitement, 

even her voice was trembling. 

Ten years. She had been stuck in a wheelchair for ten years. She did not want to continue living as a 

disabled person where someone must be there to take care of her all the time. None of the servants at 

home dared to mistreat her due to her identity and status but she did not want to be a burden to her 

family. 

Severin nodded. “Don’t worry. It’s not going to be a problem!” 

Stanley had already placed the medical box on the ground. He was just taking in a deep breath when he 

was shocked by what Severin said. 

“Excuse me, everyone. Please allow me to talk with my brother-in-law for a while!” Severin smiled 

awkwardly and pulled Severin to the other side. 

When their distance was far enough, Stanley said, “Severin! Are you mad? I know you know a little 

medical information but that doesn’t mean you can talk nonsense! It had been ten years since Madam 

Jodie had the accident. No doctors were able to fix her and said her legs were a lost cause! How are you 

going to fix them? It’s good enough if you can fix her migraine. Why do you want to be such a poser?” 

Severin saw how nervous Stanley was. He said, “Look at what a chicken you are. If I can’t treat it, do you 

think I dare to call myself a miracle doctor?” 

Stanley was speechless. “Are you an idiot? Do you think you are better than those specialists in the 

hospital? It’s really good enough that you can try to fix common illnesses. If you promise them now and 

you failed to keep your end of the bargain, the Zelankos are not going to be happy. At least, you should 

say you are just going to try to fix them. Why do you want to be so certain that you can fix them?” 

The more Stanley talked, the angrier he became. “Do you know the bigger expectation, the bigger 

disappointment? You’re going to have a lot of trouble if you are certain you can fix it but you can’t! They 

will think you are fooling them!” 

“Shut up!” Severin reprimanded with a cold face and scared Stanley. 
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He could not be bothered to deal with Stanley anymore as he thought Stanley was nothing but a 

chicken. He returned to the Zelankos and said, “Mister Harvin, don’t you worry. I promise I’m going to fix 

Madam Jodie’s legs. Within two hours, she will be walking steadily. If I can’t do it, then you can kill my 

assistant. I’m a man of my word!” 

Stanley followed behind Severin and heard everything. He was so scared that he quickly went up to try 

to undo what Severin did. “Severin, what the hell are you talking about? Why should you let them kill 

when you failed to fix Madam Jodie’s legs? You’re the one who promised it, not me! Did you do it 

deliberately? Did you do this because you want to see me dead?” 

Severin smiled faintly: Stanley, you’re Diane’s cousin. Theoretically speaking, I should call you brother. If 

you are brother, why do I want to kill you?” 

“How the hell do I know that? You’re the one who promised the Zelankos. It’s none of my business if 

you can’t do it!” Stanley said with his eyes wavering. 

Frankly speaking, he thought Severin was trying to take revenge when the Shanahans kicked Diane out 

of the family and since then, he had been against Diane and her family too. Severin was trying to get 

others to do his dirty work! 

Harvin laughed out loud. “Haha! Mister Stanley, you are such a coward! How could I kill someone just 

because Mister Severin failed to fix my mother’s legs? I’m a reasonable person. I’m sure Mister Severin 

is just joking with you. Look at how scared you are now!” 

Chapter 286 

Severing said with a scornful face, “Just look at how timid he is. He requested to come with me so he 

could perform well in front of Miss Robin to win her heart. But how is he going to leave a good 

impression by being so timid?” 

“…” Stanley’s anger sprung to life. 

‘How could Severin say that right in front of everyone? He’s making me look so bad. There’s no way 

Robin is going to fall in love with me now! My dream of being the Zelankos’ live-in-son-in-law is not 

going to happen! 

After that, Severin walked over and placed his palm on Jodie’s temple and rubbed it softly. “Madam 

Jodie’s migraine was a result of cerebral infarction, vascular occlusion, and her disability in the long 

term. It’s not good for her actually.” 

He paused. “Don’t worry. She’ll be fine after a few minutes of massage.” 

“Huh? It can be fixed with such an easy treatment?” Robin frowned and was dubious if Severin was 

bluffing. 

It was hard for her to accept the migraine could go away so easily without any other treatment such as 

taking medicine. Undoubtedly, she did not believe the migraine was going to go away just by giving a 

massage on the temple. 

The treatment method was too absurd that she questioned Severin’s ability to treat. Either Severin was 

bluffing or he was trying to scam them! 
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“I have a special massaging technique! Severin chuckled and gave a quite reasonable explanation. After 

all, none of them could see Severin was transfusing a wee bit of true energy from his hand into 

Jodie’s body. 

Several minutes later, he said, “Madam Jodie, now I need you to lie down on your face facing down. 

After that, I’m going to use a treatment called dry needling by inserting a thin needle into her back. After 

that, will massage her back too.” 

“Ok, ok, ok. Let’s push her into the house now!” Harvin nodded instantly. 

After that, he called a few maids to come over to push her mother into the house and helped her to lay 

flat on the couch. No one knew when Severin took out a small box. He opened it and the box had thin 

needles that were made out of silver inside. 

“He’s just going to poke and massage her back here and there to complete the treatment?” Stanley 

frowned and mumbled to himself while he stood there monitoring what Severin was doing. It sounded 

too good to be true that Severin had the ability to fix Jodie’s legs since the accident was many years ago. 

He was not going to believe Severin’s words when he promised to have Jodie walking after two hours. 

Time passed slowly. Half an hour later, Severin collected the needles and put them back into the box. 

Before he stood up, he gave Jodie a back massage. 

“That’s it? You’re not going to prescribe any medicine?” Robin looked at Severin with a shocked face. 

The maids carried Jodie back to her wheelchair. 

Severin smiled. “No medicine. But you can consult a doctor and ask him to give you some medicine that 

is good at promoting blood circulation and helping mitigate swelling. After this, you guys can give a 

massage once in a while too!” 

He placed his hand that was holding the box to his back and used his back as a cover. The ring on his 

finger sparked once and the box with the needles was stored back into the Dracodeus Ring without 

anyone noticing it. 

“What next? Is there anything else we need to do?” Harvin asked after thinking. 

Severin smiled. “You can prepare some food. My assistant and I are going to leave after lunch!” 

Chapter 287 

 “Haha! Of course! I will get them to prepare it now!” Harvin laughed out loud. He never expected 

Severin to be a humorous guy. Immediately, he asked a servant to inform the kitchen to prepare lunch. 

On the other hand, Stanley was feeling anxious. He did not understand why Severin did not use this 

opportunity to ask for some benefits after the treatment and leave while he still could. 

‘What is he doing? Staying for lunch? Does he remember he promises the Zelankos that Madam Jodie is 

going to be able to walk after two hours? It’s still early now but what if Madam Jodie can’t stand up 

when the time is up? What is he doing to do when that happened?’ he thought. 
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“Hey, Robin, it’s still early now. If you are free, why don’t you bring Mister Severin for a tour of the 

villa?” Harvin asked his daughter softly. 

“Sure. Let’s go, Mister Severin, Mister Stanley. Let’s go for a walk since the time is still early!” Robin 

smiled gently while leading the way. 

When the three of them left, Jodie finally had the chance to ask her son. “Harvin, which hospital is 

Mister Severin working in? Am I really going to get better without taking any medicine?” 

Dviously, Jodie was still hoping there was a chance that she could stand up. 

Harvin explained, “Mother, Severin is not a doctor and he doesn’t work in the hospital. He was in jail 

until recently. But I think his treatment is not bad. He was the one who saved Mister Henry when Mister 

Henry had a sudden cerebral hemorrhage.” 

“Really? It’ll be wonderful if he can really fix my legs like he said,” Jodie nodded and felt hopeful. 

“Mom, how’s your body? Do you feel anything?” Harvin asked. 

Jodie answered, “I don’t know if he fixes my migraine or not because it comes and goes. It’s going to 

take a few days before I can know for sure. I’m more worried about my legs. I do feel a warm feeling on 

my waist when he was treating me. Even now, I can feel some heat. But I don’t know if it works or not.” 

Robin brought Seveirn and Stanley for a tour outside of the villa. While Stanley tried to talk to her more, 

Robin was reluctant to him. Instead, she kept on finding new topics to talk about with Severin. It put 

Stanley in a very awkward position. He felt like he was a third wheel following behind Robin and Severin. 

More than an hour later, Harvin came to look for them to inform them the lunch was ready. 

Severin smiled when he saw a table full of food and a bottle of wine on the table. “Mister Harvin, you’re 

too kind. I was just expecting a simple meal.” 

Harvin said humbly, “Hahaha. You’re welcome. This is the first time I drink together with you. Please 

don’t be shy and enjoy the wine too.” 

“Worry not. I’ll never feel shy when it comes to drinking. Haha!” Severin sat down without feeling 

awkward. 

“Haha. That’s good. We must enjoy ourselves when we drink!” Harvin smiled and had a maid to open 

the wine to serve it to everyone. Thus, they started eating and drinking.. 

“Mister Severin, don’t you worry. If you can fix my mother’s legs, our family will forever be grateful to 

you. My butler went to register this card just now and deposited 150,000,000 dollars in it. The money is 

going. to be yours if my mother can stand up later.” 

Chapter 288 

Harvin took out a bank card and placed it on the table. 

“A-hundred-and-fifty-million dollars!” Stanley gasped when he heard the amount. That was a lot of 

money. Although he still refused to believe Severin could fix Jodie’s legs, he was starting to hope he was 
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wrong after knowing the amount of reward Severin was going to receive. He prayed for a miracle that 

Jodie. could stand up again after what Severin did to her. 

Severin smiled faintly. “Haha. You’re too kind but you don’t have to give me that much money. I’m in 

need of any money now. On the contrary, I will have trouble thinking how to spend them.” 

Upon hearing that, Stanley nearly passed out. He said unhappily, “Hey, I think you are not feeling 

confident with yourself. Do you really think you are very rich now? If you didn’t save Mister Henry, you 

will still be living in that unkempt house! Yet, here you are bluffing all you want.” 

“Haha, I think otherwise!” Harvin laughed, “I can see how serious and confident Mister Severin was just 

now. If not, I won’t ask my butler to prepare the treatment fee in advance!” 

He continued, “Mister Severin, if my mother could stand and walk again, please do accept this money. 

No amount of money can justify how eager and hopeful for me to see her be able to stand and walk 

again!” 

It was never about the money for Severin when he decided to come to treat Jodie. The Zelankos were 

really genuine to give him the money. Then, it sprung to him that Diane might think he only had the 

money. he showed to her. After paying for the dowry and also other expenses, it was going to be hard to 

explain to Diane when he hosted an extravagant wedding for her in the future. 

With that in mind, he took the card directly and put it away into his pocket while Harvin and Robin were 

looking at him with shock. “Alright. I will accept it just because I can tell how much you love your 

mother.” 

Harvin’s mouth twitched a few times. What he said just now was that he would give the money to 

Severin when his mother was able to walk. How could Severin take the money before his mother could 

even stand? 

Robin’s expression was looking odd too. She remembered how Severin insisted on not accepting any 

rewards just moments ago. He even said he had more than enough money to spend so why did he 

accept the money so quickly now? 

Stanley’s expression was epic. He nearly turned into stone seeing Severin putting the bank card into his 

pocket. ‘What a shameless guy!’ he thought. 

Yet, he had to admit he was impressed with Severin’s wit. He believed Severin did it on purpose by 

saying those things in the first place and still accepted the card in the end. It would put Harvin in a 

difficult position to ask for the bank card back from Severin later because it would look bad for the head 

of the first-tier upper-class family. 

“Haha, Come. Let’s drink!” Harvin smiled embarrassingly. 

Although the amount was not a lot to him, it was not a small amount either. If her mother failed to 

stand up later, he did not think he had the nerve to take it back from Severin. 

“Oh, what’s the pin number for the bank card?” Severin asked while raising his glass. 

“It’s six’s sixes. You can change it by yourself in the future!” Harvin answered embarrassingly. 



“Harvin, Robin, look! I-I can walk!” 

Suddenly, they heard a familiar voice. Jodie was actually walking toward them. 

“Mother, you-you are walking?” Harvin stood up excitingly and his voice was trembling. 

Chapter 289 

 “Yes! When the maid sent my lunch over, I can feel my legs again. So I tried to move them and they 

moved!” Jodie was so excited that her eyes turned red. “So I tried to stand up. After a few steps, I finally 

knew I was walking again! This is so unbelievable!” 

“This is fantastic! Grandma! You can walk again! I’m so happy!” Robin ran over and gave her grandma a 

hug. 

Harvin loved his mother dearly. Knowing his mother was able to walk again, he walked over to her and 

grabbed her hand. “Mother, this is amazing! After ten years and you’re finally walking again!” 

“What? She’s really walking! This is a miracle!” Stanley looked at the scene with disbelief. Later he 

turned to look at Severin. By now, he was really very impressed with Severin. It was probably less than 

two hours before Severin started the treatment. 

“Madam Jodie, it’s going to take some time for you to get used to walking because you haven’t been 

using your legs for a long time. You are going to experience some tingling feeling. But you can try to walk 

a little during these two days. Not too much. The tingling feeling will gradually disappear after two 

days.” 

“And you can take some medicine that is good at promoting blood circulation and helping mitigate 

swelling for better effect!” 

Unlike the others, Severin remained on the chair drinking the wine. He looked calm as if everything was 

under his control. 

“Mister Severin, you-you are really a miracle doctor!” Jodie walked over to him with happy tears in her 

eyes. 

After ten years, she did not have any more hopes. Never had she expected Severin could fix her legs for 

her. 

“You’re too kind, Madam Jodie!” Severin smiled. “It’s just a small matter!” 

“Mother, come sit down and join us for lunch!” Harvin quickly had the servant bring one set of plates 

and cutlery with excitement. 

“Ok!” Jodie nodded her head continuously. Ever since she had trouble standing up, she refused to eat 

together with her family. She requested the kitchen to prepare a simple meal for her and had the maid 

bring it over to her. Now that her legs were fixed, she was finally able to put a smile on her face. 

The other family members stayed in the neighboring villas. Once they knew Madam Jodie’s legs were 

cured, they came rushing over with excitement. After lunch, Severin left the villa with Stanley. 

Inevitably, Stanley still had to carry the medical box. 
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Robin, Harvin, and the Zelankos sent them off. All of them were extremely grateful to Severin. Harvin 

even promised to help out Severin in the future. All Severin needed to do was to call him if he was ever 

in need of help from the Zelankos. 

Stanley was huffing and puffing when he finally put the medical box back in the boot. When he was in 

the car, he realized one thing. “Hey! Severin, did you prank me? I don’t see you taking anything out of 

the medical box! I’m so exhausted from carrying the medical box the entire time and you didn’t use 

anything inside!” 

It amused Severin. “I guess he’s not that dumb after all,’ he thought. 

In spite of that, he gave Stanley a reasonable explanation, “I don’t know anything about Madam Jodie’s 

condition. That’s why I ask you to bring the medical box when we left the house. I will only know if I 

need 

anything from the medica box when I examined her. Can you really blame me for that? It’s just like how 

you can spend nothing when you go out but you must have money with you. Do you understand?” 

Chapter 290 

The explanation was so valid that it left Stanley speechless. He gave it a thought and smiled back at 

Severin. “Hey, Severin…I have been following you and carrying the medical box for you all this time. I 

know I didn’t do any meritorious deed but I had done hard work.” 

Severin raised his eyebrow. “What are you trying to say? Just say it.” 

Stanley continued, “Didn’t you just get paid a-hundred-and-fifty-million dollars of medical fees? Aren’t 

you. going to give me some money?” 

Without considering it for a second, Severin rejected him. “What do you think you are thinking of? Like 

you said it’s medical fees. Does that have anything to do with you? Besides, do you think you can get to 

know Miss Robin without me? Weren’t you thinking how courting her? I gave you her number so you 

can at least contact her. You didn’t give me any money to show your gratitude and yet, you have the 

nerve to ask me for money?” 

“I…” Stanley was near the brink of vomiting a mouthful of blood. He said with his gritted teeth, “I’m very 

poor now. And you just get paid a-hundred-and-fifty-million dollars. Gosh, how many years do I need to 

work to have that amount of money? No! I don’t care. If you aren’t going to give me any money, why 

don’t you buy me some drinks?” 

“Didn’t we just eat and had wine? Aren’t you afraid of getting drunk?” Severin said. 

Stanley chuckled. “Hehe. We can go to the bar and have fun tonight. I’m very familiar with the bar and 

can get us to hook up with some girls. Don’t worry, I won’t tell Diane about this.” 

“I don’t think that’s a good idea. I have never been to those places before!” Severin already had a plan in 

mind to prank Stanley so he rejected the proposal. 
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That did not stop Stanley. He continued to persuade, “Hey, stop pretending. Every man enjoys some fun 

time. Besides, look at your bodyguards. They are all so damn pretty. Do you think I don’t know what 

your are thinking? A-hundred-and-fifty-million dollars, that’s a heck lot of money. We should celebrate!” 

Only then Severin nodded and said, “Fine. But you can’t tell Diane about this. Or I’m going to be dead!” 

“Don’t worry. I’ll keep it a secret!” Stanley promised. However, he had an evil plan in his mind with the 

determination to get some benefits for himself. 

“Ah!” 

Just when Severin started the car engine and drove away, a woman with huge breasts dressed up in a 

sexy bodycon dress tried to cross the street. Halfway through she sprained her leg and fell down right in 

front of Severin’s car. 

“What happened? Did you hit someone?” Stanley got a scare and hurried to get down the car. 

Severin did the same and wanted to see what happened. 

“Ouch! My leg hurts!” The woman sat on the ground while showing off her long and sexy legs. There 

was a butterfly tattoo on her thigh. It was definitely very seductive. 

Just when Severin wanted to go over to help her, he frowned. He could tell there was nothing wrong 

with the woman’s ankle. Yet, the woman was holding her leg and pretended to be in pain. 

‘She’s faking an accident? That was in Severin’s mind. 

It seemed like the woman was pretending to be hurt and she could be an expert in this. 

 


